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PREFACE
(revised)

This is a reference book, not a textbook, and not intended for study.

It is intended for three purposes:
1) For revision, and to fill in gaps.
2) For reference.
3) For teachers to use as a basis for preparing their lessons, as the

presentation is systematic, but the subject should not be taught systematically.

It should not be used on its own, but only in conjunction with tables.

Complete verb tables can be seen on Eli Handel’s computer programme
DIKDUK, which can be downloaded from <torahdikduk.com>.

Whereas the booklet ‘Fundamental Concepts’ gives the use of the various forms
of the verb (syntax), this one explains the deviations in structure of the semi-
regular verb forms (accidence) as they appear in the tables.

A regular verb is ‘inflected’ (changes its form) in a pattern dictated by rules;
an irregular one is an exception, it does not;
a semiregular verb merely deviates from the regular verb according to sub-rules.

This is intended for the reader who is familiar with the regular verb, and gives
the sub-rules that explain the deviations in the semi-regulars. These rules can be
combined, for example if there is a set of rules for all verbs beginning with ¸ and
another set for all verbs ending in 6, then a verb beginning with ¸ and ending
with 6 follows both sets of rules.

Remember that rules of grammar are seldom without exceptions that defy
explanation, and verbs that defy the rules are not ‘semi-regular’ but ‘irregular’.

The arrangement is according to the four groups of letters that may cause
problems, and sub-divided as necessary.
1. When the first root letter is a dental.
2. When any one of the root letters is one of < + ( 6 $.
3. When the first or last root letter is 4 or the last root letter is >.
4. When any of the root lettters is ) or -, or the last two root letters are identical.

The examples do not necessarily occur in the actual words in the form shown,
but merely illustrate the form. (This is partly to avoid using an example actually
found, which may have other problems that complicate the point being considered.)

It is hoped that this presentation will help those who have been badly taught, and
as a result are puzzled and confused, to sort things out, and will help the teacher
to prepare his lessons and have the answers ready for awkward questions.

A.S.
Eli
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Notes on terminology:

First conjugation: verbs (essentially) like %>/.
Second conjugation: verbs (essentially) like 1); or %%5.
Third conjugation: verbs (essentially) like (0&.

The perfective is what is often wrongly called ‘past’.
The imperfective is what is often wrongly called ‘future’.
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Group 1

DENTALS AND SIBILANTS

Nature of the problem
The correct pronunciation of the letter > (without a dagesh) is th.

They found it very difficult to say this and follow it immediately (without a vowel
or even a sounded sheva in between) by the sounds t, d, s, sh, z etc.

Which root letters are affected?
Only the first. The letters are : 5 µ ¸ * , ' >.

(Note that our pronunciation of : as ‘ts’ is incorrect. It is really a sort of ‘s’
sound that is different to the usual, and in Arabic even today there are two
different ‘s’ sounds, just as there are two different ‘t’ sounds corresponding
to , and >.)

Where does the problem arise?
In the intensive middle (hitpa’el) where the first root letter immediately follows

the prefix ¼– D> H(. It occurs throughout the entire hitpa’el.

How is the problem dealt with?
Before * , ' > the > of the prefix is dropped and replaced by a strong

dagesh in the next letter.
< ¼(I¤K~ H( ¼$ I® K¢ H( ¼<Ix Kz H2 ¼1 I® Kº H(> ( * occurs only once in Hebrew in the Bible,

but see note below.)

With 5 µ ¸, this lettter is interchanged with the > of the prefix, which
takes a weak dagesh.

< ¼0 I¤ Kº D5 H( ¼< I¤ Kº Dµ H( ¼< I¤ Kº Ḑ H(>

The letter : is interchanged likewise with the > of the prefix, which then
changes into ,.

< ¼; Iz K, D: H(>

Note: In one dialect of Aramaic, and subsequently in Mishnaic and Modern
Hebrew,

The letter * too is interchanged with the > of the prefix, which then changes
into ' (& weak dagesh).

<¼3 I® Kz D* H(> (found once in Biblical Aramaic in the kri in Daniel ¼3¼| ¼ºD4 H® Kz D* H(,
and frequently in post-

biblical literature –– the ketiv in Daniel, following a different
dialect, has ¼3¼| ¼ºD4 H®K~ H( on the

same principle as Biblical Hebrew).

The above apply to all three conjugations (e.g. ¼0I0¼} ¼º Ḑ H()
Two exceptions occur only once each: <¼1¼- H; D² Kz D> H2 ¼(L4 D, K,¼} ¼̧ D> H(>
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Note on Aramaic and PostBiblical Hebrew
The phenomenon of interchange occurs far more often in Aramaic (and to a

lesser degree in later Hebrew) for the following reasons:
– there are more verbs which have * as the first root letter;
– the intensive middle (hitpael) is used also as a passive, replacing the pu’al;
– in Aramaic, the ¼– D> H( prefix, reduced to ¼– D> H$, is used not only for the
middle (later used as passive) of the intensive, but also for the middle (used
as passive) of the normal, corresponding to the Hebrew nif’al, so that it is
almost invariably used in the passive except for the participle.
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Group 2

ASPIRATE LETTERS < + ( 6 $< + ( 6 $< + ( 6 $

The main problems
(1) None of these letters can take a strong dagesh.
(2) Letters + ( 6 $ cannot take a sounded sheva.
(3) Letter $ tends to be quiescent (become silent) at the end of a syllable.
There are also lesser problems.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Section (a) <<<

Nature of the problem
The letter < cannot take a strong dagesh. (Ignoring isolated exceptions.)

Which root letters are affected?
First and second.

Where does the problem arise?
First root letter affected in nif’al infinitive, gerund, imperfective, optative,

imperative.
Second root letter affected throughout intensive forms.

How is the problem dealt with?
The dagesh is dropped, and the previous vowel is changed:

H≈ or J≈ becomes I≈ L≈ or O≈ becomes N≈ K≈ becomes L≈
< ¼¦I<Lx ← ¼% IºK¤ B ¼¦L<N% D2 ← ¼% LºO/ D2 B ¼1 I̧ L< Iº ← ¼% I>L¤ Hº B ¼1 I̧ L< I$ ← ¼% I>L¤ J$>

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Section (b) + ( 6+ ( 6+ ( 6

Nature of the problem (1)
The letters + ( 6 cannot take a strong dagesh (as with < above, but no

exceptions).

Which root letters are affected?
(i) First
(ii) Second.

Where does the problem arise?
(i) First root letter affected in nif’al infinitive, gerund, imperfective, optative,

imperative.
(ii) Second root letter affected throughout the intensive forms.

How is the problem dealt with?
(i) In the nif’al

The dagesh is dropped, and the previous vowel is changed (as with <):
H≈ or J≈ becomes I≈ < ¼1 I>L+ I$ B ¼1 I>L+ I( ← ¼% I>L¤ J$ B ¼% I>L¤ H(>

(ii) In the intensive forms
The dagesh is dropped. The previous vowel is not changed, except

sometimes before 6
< ¼1 IR+K< ← ¼% Iº K¤>

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (2)
At the end of a word, a ( is normally silent because it does not belong there.
If a root letter ( occurs at the end of a word, how is it distinguished?

Which root letters are affected?
Third root letter (

Where does the problem arise?
At the end of a word (where there is no suffix after the root).

How is the problem dealt with?
A dot (mappik) is inserted into the ( to produce {, which is pronounced.

< ¼{K%Ly>

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (3)
It is difficult to pronounce any vowel except patach or kamets before + { 6

at the end of a word.

Which root letters are affected?
Third.

Where does the problem arise?
At the end of a word, if not preceded by patach or kamets.

How is the problem dealt with?
A patach is added under the last letter, pronounced before the letter.

< K+¼| ¼0 L2 B K6N2 Ļ B K6I0N; B K{¼- Hx D& K2>
After a tserey, sometimes the tserey changes to a patach instead.

< K+I¬ Ķ may become ¼+K¬ Ķ ; K+Ix Kº Ḑ H- may become ¼+Kx Kº Ḑ H-;
K6 I̧ L| H( may become ¼6 Ķ L| H(>

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (4)
(Not really a problem)

Which root letters are affected?
Second and third.

Where does the problem arise?
Kal imperfective, optative, imperative.

How is the problem dealt with?
Behaves always like a stative verb: <¼0 K+ D2 Hº B ¼0 K+ D2 B ¼{Kx D& Hº B ¼+K0 Ḑ H- B ¼; K6 D: J$>
[and not ¼0N+ D2( Hº)].

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (5)
A segolite noun with the middle letter + ( 6 changes the vowels. Cf. ¼7 J5 J¤

but ¼< K6K4.

Which root letters are affected?
Third.

Where does the problem arise?
Alternative feminine singular participle (throughout).

How is the problem dealt with?
The form ¼> J≈ J≈ becomes ¼> K≈ K≈ (as with nouns) < ¼> K+ KºK² D> H2 B ¼>K+ Kº D8H4 B ¼> K6 K2W̧>.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (6)
Letters + ( 6 cannot take a sounded sheva.

Which root letters are affected?
(i) First
(ii) Second

Where does the problem arise?
(i) Kal perfective second person plural; gerund; imperative.
(ii) Throughout (except hif’il)

How is the problem dealt with?
Changing the sounded sheva to a hataf patach.

(i) Kal pefective (2nd. plur.) <¼3 JºU< K%F6 B ¼1 JºU< K%F6>
Kal gerund & imperative <¼(L4U<N%F6 B ¼<N%F6>

Prefixes 0 / % attached to the gerund take a patach to match
< ¼¦N8F(Kx B ¼<N%F6K0>

(ii) perfective (3rd. plur. & f.sing) . . . . . . <¼| ¼;F6D*H4 B¼| ¼;F+K< D> H( B ¼(L'F+L²>
participle (pl. & f.sing) . . . . . . . . . . . < ¼>¼} ¼– ¼1¼- H– ¼( L;F+N:>
imperfective (2f.sing, 2&3 m.plur) . . . <¼| ¼;F+U<H- B¼| ¼%F6 K> Dº B¼-V<F+ D% Hº>
optative (same, plus 1 sing. &pl.) . . . < ¼(L<F+ D%H4 B ¼( L;F6 D: J$>
imperative (f.sing & m.pl ***) . . . . . <¼|¼<F(L~ H( B¼-V<F6K4 D> H(>

*** In the kal imperative, the previous vowel (hirik) becomes patach.
This causes confusion with the piel (since the dagesh in the latter is omitted).

¼| ¼<F+Kx is kal, whereas ¼| ¼2F+K4 is piel. You cannot tell this by looking
at it, only by knowing from elsewhere that <+% is found only in
the kal, 1+4 never in the kal – or by the context.

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (7)
They found it difficult to pronounce a hirik before + ( 6 in an unaccented

syllable.

Which root letters are affected?
First.

Where does the problem arise?
(i) kal imperfective etc.
(ii) nifal gerund
(iii) nifal perfective and participle
(iv) hifil perfective

How is the problem dealt with?
(i) & (iii) Problem sometimes ignored <¼(L- D(H4 B¼|¼- D+ Hº>, but otherwise
(i) hirik changes to segol or patach: the form <¼%Nº D/ Hº> yields < ¼* ¼'N2 D6 Kº B ¼* ¼;K* D+ Jº>

* generally a stage only, see then problem (8) below.
(ii) hirik changes to patach: <¼* ¼* ¼'N2 D6K4>

** a stage only, followed by problem (8) below.
(iii) hirik changes to segol: <¼1K0 D6J4 B ¼* ¼%K* D6J4> (perfective) <¼' L2 D+J4> (participle)

* sometimes a stage only, followed by problem (8) below.
(iv) hirik changes to segol: <¼* ¼* ¼%¼-V< D+ J(>

** a stage only, followed by problem (8) below.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (8)
Sometimes a silent sheva changes into a hataf.

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
(i) Following (7) above ––
Kal imperfective, optative, nif’al gerund, perfective, participle, hifil perfective.
(ii) Hifil & hofal throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
The silent sheva is changed to a hataf to match the previous vowel.
(This can sometimes lead to problem (9) below).
The matching vowel is as follows:

– after segol, a hatafsegol <¼%K*E6J4 B ¼;K*E+ Jº B ¼'N2E6 J$>
– after patach, a hatafpatach < ¼̧ ¼-V<F+ K2 B ¼'N2F6 Kº>
– after short kamets, a hatafkamets (throughout hofal) <¼' K2G6L->.

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (9)
A hataf (or sounded sheva) cannot be followed by a sheva (or another hataf).

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
In cetain cases following (8) above

How is the problem dealt with?
The hataf is changed into the corresponding full vowel:

< ¼1 I' D% L6 L> ( ¼$W0) B ¼( L' D2 K6K4 B ¼| ¼2U< J6J4>
Notice how problems (7), (8) and (9) in succession lead

from <¼|¼% Dº D/H-> to <¼| ¼' D2 K6K->.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (10)
Letters + ( 6 cannot take a silent sheva before another silent sheva (viz. at the

end of a word).

Which root letters are affected?
Third

Where does the problem arise?
Perfective, 2nd. fem. sing. throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
The silent sheva becomes a patach –

< Dº D6 K2 Ļ > becomes < Dº K6 K2 Ļ >, < Dº D+K/ Ļ > becomes < Dº K+K/ Ļ >.
Notes:
(a) The weak dagesh in the tav, contrary to all rules, remains.
(b) This patach does not take the accent.
(c) Do not confuse with (5) above, which occurs always in the same verbs as

this.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Section (c) $$$

Nature of the problem (1)
The letter $ cannot take a strong dagesh.
(There are no exceptions. In the four places in the entire Bible where $ appears

wtih a dot in the middle (w) this is not a dagesh but a mappik, not relevant here.)

Which root letters are affected?
(i) First
(ii) Second.

Where does the problem arise?
(i) First root letter affected in nif’al infinitive, gerund, imperfective, optative,

imperative.
(ii) Second root letter affected throughout intensive forms.

How is the problem dealt with?
(i) In the nif’al

The dagesh is dropped, and the previous vowel is changed (as with <):
H≈ or J≈ becomes I≈ L≈ or O≈ becomes N≈ K≈ becomes L≈

< ¼0 I/ L$I-> ← < ¼% I>L¤H->
(ii) In the intensive forms

The dagesh is dropped, and the previous vowel is usually changed.

< ¼< I$ L8D- B ¼< I$ K8 Dº>

––––––––––––––––––––––––

There is nothing corresponding to problem (2) in the previous section.

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (3)
A silent sheva under the third root letter ($) is always dropped, the $ becomes

silent. (Note: a sounded sheva, e.g. before an object suffix, becomes a hataf – see
below. ¼1J/F$L: D2H-)

Which root letters are affected?
Third

Where does the problem arise?
In various places, in all forms.

How is the problem dealt with?
The $ becomes silent. After a vowel, any > in the suffix loses its weak dagesh.
(a) At the end of a word, a preceding patach changes to a kamets.

< ¼$ L: D2H-← ¼' K2 D0H->.
(b) In the perfective, except in the third person, the previous vowel

(i) in the kal (except stative verbs) changes to kamets <¼- RH> ¼$ L: L2 ← ¼- Hº D% K>L¤>
(ii) otherwise (including kal stative verbs) changes to tserey

<¼- H> ¼$ I: D2 H( B¼- H> ¼$I¬ H2>, <¼- RH> ¼$I4 Lµ>.
(c) Feminine plural imperfective and imperative always end in ¼(L4 ¼$ J≈ (or ¼° ¼$ J≈)

throughout.
* All this is quite complicated. It is necessary to check with the tables.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (4)
(Not really a problem)

Which root letters are affected?
Second and third.

Where does the problem arise?
Kal imperfective, optative, imperative.

How is the problem dealt with?
Behaves always like a stative verb: <¼0 K$ D&H->.
NOTE: if it is the third root letter, (3) above then applies ← ¼%K¤ Ḑ J$ ← ¼%Nº D/ J$>

< ¼$ L: D2 J$.

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (5)
A segolite noun with the middle letter $ changes the vowels.

Which root letters are affected?
Third.

Where does the problem arise?
Alternative feminine singular participle (throughout).

How is the problem dealt with?
The form ¼> J$ J≈ becomes ¼> ¼$≈ I≈ < ¼> ¼$ I: D2H4>
(Advanced: Also the feminine gerund when initial nun or yod is dropped.

Compare ¼> J'J0 and ¼> ¼$ I:.)

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (6)
The letter $ cannot take a sounded sheva.

Which root letters are affected?
(i) First
(ii) Second

Where does the problem arise?
(i) Kal perfective second person plural; gerund; imperative.
(ii) Throughout (except hif’il)

How is the problem dealt with?
(i) Changing the sounded sheva to a hatafpatach (as with + ( 6) < ¼1 rJº D0K/F$>

BUT if the syllable is accented, it is changed to hatafsegol < ¼(L4 D0 rN/E$>
Prefixes 0 / % attached to the gerund take a segol to match < ¼0N/E$J0>

(ii) Changing the sounded sheva to a hataf patach (as with + ( 6) <¼| ¼0F$Ly>

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (7)
It is difficult to pronounce a hirik before $ in an unaccented syllable.

Which root letters are affected?
First.

Where does the problem arise?
(i) kal imperfective etc. == if the $ does not become silent!
(ii) nifal gerund, perfective and participle, hifil perfective (as with + ( 6).

How is the problem dealt with?
Hirik changes to segol, usually followed by (8) below <* ¼< K2 D$J4> ← < ¼< K2 D$H4>.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (8)
A silent sheva under the first root letter ($) generally changes.

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
(i) Following (7) above ––

Kal imperfective & optative, nif’al gerund, perfective & participle, hifil
perfective.

(ii) Hifil & hofal throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
A silent sheva under the first root letter can behave in one of three ways:
(a) It changes to a hataf to match the previous vowel, as with + ( 6

(likewise following on (7) above and/or leading to problem (9), where
applicable)

The matching vowel is as follows:
– after segol, a hatafsegol <¼0¼- H/E$ J( B ¼< K2E$J4 B ¼7N5E$ Jº>.
– after patach, a hatafpatach <¼3¼- H2F$ Kº>.
– after short kamets, a hatafkamets (throughout hofal) <¼3 K2G$L->.

(b) It stays unchanged (as sometimes with + ( 6, (likewise following on (7)
where applicable) <¼< Lz D$J4>,

where the silent sheva is retained and the $ does not become silent.
(c) It becomes silent, the sheva is dropped – <¼(L) ¼$L4>. This is rare except in the

kal – see (10) & (11).

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Nature of the problem (9)
A hataf (like a sounded sheva) cannot be followed by a sheva (or another

hataf).

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
In cetain cases following (8) above

How is the problem dealt with?
The hataf is changed into the corresponding full vowel: <¼|¼< D2 J$J4>
Notice how problems (7), (8) and (9) in succession lead

from <¼|¼% Dº D/H4> to <¼|¼< D2 J$J4>.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (10)
The kal has an alternative form.

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
Kal imperfective (and optative – not imperative)

How is the problem dealt with?
It has to be learned. <¼0 K/ ¼$M-> or <¼0 I/ ¼$M-> etc. as an alternative to <¼0N/E$J-> etc.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Nature of the problem (11)
A silent letter $ does not follow another letter $.

Which root letters are affected?
First

Where does the problem arise?
First person singular – imperfective and optative

How is the problem dealt with?
The silent letter $ is dropped out. <¼0 K/N$> ← < ¼0K/ ¼$N$>.

Normally <¼0N/E$ J$> is alright, but note <¼< K+I$L)> ← < ¼< K+¼$ I$L)> ← < ¼< K+¼$ J$L)> ← < ¼< K+ D$ J$L)>.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Group 3

NUN AND TAV

Nature of the problem
When a letter with a silent dagesh is followed in the same word by the same

letter, then it drops out and a strong dagesh is put into the second letter to show
that it is doubled. (In other words, the letter is written only once instead of twice.)

Also, a letter 4 with a silent dagesh in the middle of a word tends to drop out
the same way, and the next letter takes a strong dagesh. (Compare English: inlegal
becomes illegal, inmobile becomes immobile).

This creates problems particularly at the end of the root, when this is followed
in conjugation by a suffix that begins with 4 or >.

Which root letters are affected?
(i) First if 4.
(ii) First if >.
(ii) Third if 4 or >.

Where does the problem arise?
(i) Kal imperfective and optative; nifal perfective and participle; hifil and hofal

throughout.
(ii) Hitpael throughout.
(iii) Perfective throughout; fem. plur. imperfective & imperative.

How is the problem dealt with?
(i) If the 4 carries a silent sheva it drops out, the next letter has a strong dagesh

< ¼0¼- H³ H(> ← < ¼0¼- H: D4 H(> B< ¼1ŃH-> ← < ¼1N;H4H->
If followed by a letter that cannot take a dagesh it stays in – <¼0 K6 D4H- B ¼& K( D4H->

Note: Often the initial D4 drops out of the imperative ( ¼̧ Iy from =&4),
and of the ‘feminine’ form of the gerund <¼> J̧ Jy> which may be preferred.

(ii) In the hitpael the > of the prefix ?¼> H( drops out and is replaced by a dagesh
in the next letter < K{ I® Kº H(> ← < K{ I® Kº D>H(>

(iii) D>¼? drops out before suffixes ¼3 Jº¼? ¼1 Jº¼? Dº¼? Lº¼? ¼- Hº¼? always – <¼- HºK<L¤>.
D4¼? drops out before suffixes ¼3 Jº¼? ¼1 Jº¼? Dº¼? Lº¼? ¼- Hº¼? usually – <¼- Hº K>L4>

(exceptions e.g. <¼- HºD4 K/ Ļ >).
D4¼? drops out before suffixes ¼(L4¼? ¼|¼4¼? always.

(Theoretically it could drop out before the shorter form ° leaving a dagesh
in the final nun, but it appears that this never occurs.)
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Group 4

VAV AND YOD (AND THE ‘DOUBLEDS’)

The main problems
(i) The two letters vav and yod often interchange.
(ii) In the middle of a word they often weaken and become silent.
(iii) At the end of a word they may disappear, being replaced (i.e. their absence

is noted) by a silent (.
(iv) Verbs with vav or yod as second root letter may be conjugated in a different

way. (To be explained).
It is necessary to deal separately according to whether the vav/yod is the first,

second or third root letter.

A vav or yod that becomes silent may disappear altogether in the ‘short’ (haser)
spelling. No rules can be given for this, it has to be ‘put up with’.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Section (a) First root letter - (yod)--

Nature of the problem
The initial yod that appears in the kal infinitive may do any of the following

when conjugated:
(i) stay as a strong yod <¼(L' D0L->.
(ii) become silent (previous vowel may change) <¼;¼-H4¼- I2 B ¼̧ K<¼- H$>.
(iii) simply drop out < ¼> J'J0>.
(iv) behave like a nun, dropping out but followed by a strong dagesh <¼;N³ Hº>.
(v) change to a strong vav <¼'I0L| H(>.
(vi) change to a silent vav (previous vowel may change) <¼'K0¼}¼4>.

At the beginning of a word, the first root letter is never vav, and only (i) and
(iii) are possible.

Where does the problem arise?
The intensive forms are always regular. The first root letter is always yod in the

piel and pual, but it can (rarely) be vav in the hitpa’el (where it can never be the
first letter of the word) <¼6 KzK) D> H(>.

The problems are in the standard and causative forms.
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How is the problem dealt with?
There are three types of verb (1) <'0-> (2) <=<-> (3) <;:->.

Type 1. <'0->
Kal infinitive, perfective and participle (also passive participle):

All regular, strong yod first root letter. (Always – no variants – as <%>/>).
Kal gerund, imperfective/optative, imperative:

Yod drops out. < ¼'I<> B< ¼' I0 Iº> B< ¼>J'J0>.
Nifal perfective and participle:

Silent vav as first root letter. <¼1¼- V'L0¼}¼4 B¼- HºU'K0¼}¼4>.
Nifal gerund, imperfective/optative, imperative:

All regular, strong vav first root letter. <¼' I0L| H(>.
Hifil/hofal all forms:

Silent vav as first root letter. <¼' K0¼| ¼( B ¼'¼- H0¼}¼->.

Type 2. < ¼=¼<¼-> Regular (like %>/) except as follows:
Kal gerund:

Both < ¼̧ N< D-> and < ¼> J̧ J<> are found.
Kal imperfective, optative:

Yod becomes silent. < ¼̧ K<¼- H$>.
Kal imperative:

Yod drops out. < ¼̧ I<>.
Hifil throughout:

Yod becomes silent, the preceding vowel is changed. <¼;¼-H4¼- I2 ← ¼%¼- Hº D/ K2>.
Nifal and hof’al throughout: behaves like type 1.

Type 3. <;:-> Regular (like %>/) except as follows:
Kal imperfective, optative, imperative; nifal perfective, participle; hifil and hofal

throughout:
First root letter behaves like nun, drops out, next letter takes strong dagesh.

< ¼; K³ O2 B| ¼> D³H4 B ¼;¼- H³ H( B ¼;N³ J$>S

Some verbs switch types for different forms, or belong to more than one type.
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Section (b) Second root letter -/)- )- )

Nature of the problem
Vav and yod may interchange, become silent or drop out.
The conjugation is different.
The standard and causative forms on the one hand, and the intensive forms on

the other hand, must be treated separately.

Where does the problem arise?
In the standard and causative forms, vav and yod do not interchange, but may

become silent or drop out. (Exception: infinitive – see below). The conjugation in
these forms is different.

For the intensive forms, a secondary root (see below) is formed, which may
contain a strong vav, a strong yod, a silent vav, or neither. Once formed, the
secondary root is stable. The secondary root may be conjugated according to the
first or second conjugations.

How is the problem dealt with? (Standard and causative)
Only the kal gerund, imperfective, optative and imperative distinguish between

vav and yod.
< ¼1¼- HµL- B ¼1¼| ¼;L->.

The kal infinitive (but not the gerund) changes yod (if it exists) to vav.
<1}µ ← ¼1¼- Hµ>.

All the forms are difficult and need to be learned. This is the ‘second
conjugation’.

[The causative sometimes has an alternative form that behaves as if the root was
different, i.e. <+)4> behaves in the alternative form as if it were <+44>,
giving us both < K+¼-H4 L(> and < K+¼-H̄ K(>.]

How is the problem dealt with? (Intensive)
Here we must first explain about primary and secondary roots.
The primary root of a verb consists of three letters, to which prefixes and

suffixes are added.
In a simple regular first conjugation verb this would be %>/. This is used in the

standard form. The relexive or middle (nifal) is characterised by a prefix ?4(,
though in practice either or both of these letters drops out.

The causative (‘extensive’) uses a secondary root %>/(. Often the ( drops out.
The intensive uses a secondary root %º/, the middle letter doubled by a dagesh.
The reflexive or middle (hitpa’el) is additionally characterised by the prefix ?>(.

There is a standard conjugation for the first conjugation intensives.
With first conjugation verbs we do not need to worry about all this. It is too

complicated to think of it that way, and unnecessary. With these verbs (middle
letter vav or yod) we need to. Here, the secondary root is regularly formed by
doubling the third root letter!
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From <1);> the secondary root for the intensive is <12);>.
This is then conjugated according to the second conjugation, which is very

simple – see tables.

There are three other ways in which the secondary root can be formed:
– by strengthening the vav with a strong dagesh throughout – root is 1|; (not

kum but kvm). < ¼>I| K6>.
– by changing the vav to yod and adding a strong dagesh throughout – root

is 1£;. < ¼1I£ K;>.
– by dropping out the middle letter and doubling the other two – root is

1;2;. < K6I* D6K* D2>.
In each of these three cases, the root is then conjugated in the intensive as in the

first conjugation.
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Section (c) The ‘doubled’ roots

Nature of the problem
These do not contain vav or yod, but need to be considered here at this point.
Verbs whose second and third root letter are the same are called ‘doubled’.
These also belong to the second conjugation, because they behave similarly to,

but not quite the same as, verbs with middle letter vav or yod.

Where does the problem arise?
Throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
Kal infinitive, the passive participle, and sometimes the kal perfective, participle

and gerund, are regular.
Otherwise in the standard and causative forms the third letter always drops out:

when there is a suffix, the second letter may be doubled by a dagesh. There
are alternative forms in which the first letter is doubled by a dagesh instead.

These forms are complicated and must be learned. See tables.

Intensives. The regular intensive secondary root is formed by inserting a silent
vav between the first and second primary root letters. From <%%5> the
secondary root is <%%)5>. This is then conjugated according to the regular
second conjugation. <¼0 I0¼} ¼+>.

This means that the secondary root is identical in form to that of the ‘middle
letter vav’ verbs. Thus for example the secondary root, and hence the entire
conjugation of the intensives, is the same, viz. <<<)6>, for both <<)6> and <<<6>;
in the intensive forms the two verbs are indistinguishable.

There are two other ways in which the secondary root can be formed:
– by strengthening the second root letter with a strong dagesh throughout –

root is <%x5>. <¼0 I¬ K+>.
– by ignoring the third and doubling the first and second root letters – root

is <%5%5>. < ¼0Iy D0Ky>.
(Here again, both <<)6> and <<<6> would produce <<6<6> and the primary

root is indeterminable.)
In both of these cases, the root is then conjugated in the intensive as in the

first conjugation.
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Section (d) Third root letter -/)- )- )

Nature of the problem
There is no distinction between vav and yod.
The third root letter normally becomes silent or drops out or is replaced by a

silent hé. (The last even in the infinitive which gives the name of the verb.)
This messes up the end of the word, so that it does not look like a first

conjugation verb, and we call it the third conjugation, but unlike the second (which
is fundamentally different), this is really a corrupted form of the first conjugation.

Where does the problem arise?
Not in the standard passive participle, but otherwise throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
In all the gerunds the third root letter is a silent vav, followed by a >

(‘feminine’ form). <¼>¼}¼0 Dy>.
Wherever the third root letter is the end of the word, either it becomes a silent

yod, or it drops out and a silent ( appears, or it just disappears.
[Exception: In the standard passive participle, the third root letter is a strong

yod, and all is regular. <¼-¼|¼0Ly>.]
This messes up the end of the word, without affecting the earlier part, but it

messes it up the same way in all stretches and voices, making it extremely easy to
learn. The exception is the optatives, which are very difficult, and the ‘conversive’
forms which differ widely from verb to verb.

Note especially:
1. Even in the infinitive, the name of the verb, the final letter changes to a silent
hé. < ¼(W0Ly>.
2. In the masculine singular of the participles the tserey changes to segol before the
silent hé. < ¼(J0My>.
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Section (e) Second and third root letter both -/)- )- )

Nature of the problem
Are these verbs second conjugation because of the second root letter?
Or second conjugation because the second and third root letters are the same?
Or are they third conjugation because of the third root letter?

Where does the problem arise?
Throughout.

How is the problem dealt with?
The second root letter is strengthened to either vav or yod (they do not

interchange) which does not weaken or become silent, and the verb is treated as
third conjugation (e.g. <(); B(-(>).

[The exception is <(-+> which is treated in the kal present participle and
sometimes in the kal perfective as second conjugation, coming from <--+> (a
‘doubled’), but otherwise is third conjugation like all the others.]
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ORIGINAL (ARCHAIC) FORMS NOT IRREGULAR

Sometimes an original (early or archaic) form occurs which is often regarded,
falsely, as irregular. These are the original forms, as seen by comparison with
Aramaic. They are shown below as if attached to the root %>/, but in general are
not found with that verb – they may be found in both regular and semi-regular
verbs in any of the so-called binyanim, sometimes with a conversive vav attached.

IMPERFECTIVE 2nd Fem.
Singular

2nd Masc.
Plural

3rd Masc.
Plural

3rd Fem.
Plural

Early form 3- H% Dº D/ Hº 3|% Dº D/ Hº 3|% Dº D/H- (L4? B° D%Nº D/H-

Usual form - H% Dº D/ Hº |% Dº D/ Hº |% Dº D/H- (L4? B° D%Nº D/ Hº

Later form * * |% Dº D/H-

Examples:
2nd. fem. sing. 1Sam.1:14 ( ¼3¼-V< L¤ Kº Ḑ Hº), Ruth 2:21 ( ¼3¼- H;LxU' Hº).
2nd. masc. pl. Deut. 12:3 ( ¼3¼| ¼6 IzK& Dº).
3rd. masc. pl. Psalm 104 throughout (e.g. ¼3¼|¼* I8 L+I- B¼3¼| ¼5¼|¼4 D-).
3rd. fem. pl. Gen. 30:38 ( ¼(L4 D2 K+I£K)).

[* Later form. Masculine form used also for feminine, as in post-biblical.
Gen. 30:39 ( ¼| ¼2E+J£K)).]

PERFECTIVE 3rd Fem. Singular 3rd Fem. Plural

Early form >K% D>L¤ (L% D> L¤

Usual form (L% D>L¤ * |% D> L¤

(* Masculine form used also for feminine.)
Examples:

Singular. Always when with additional (i.e. object) suffix, Gen. 31:32 ( ¼1 K>L%L4 Dy).
Plural Gen. 49:22 ( ¼( L'F6L:); Deut. 21:8 ( ¼(L/ D8 Ļ ); 1Sam. 4:15 ( ¼( L2L;);

Num. 34:4 & Jos. 18 ( ¼(L- L(D)); etc.

Note: The original plural form (to avoid confusion?) is often changed to the
‘usual’ one by ketiv ukeri.

Other archaic forms are those that show ¼- H>? B¼- Hº? (instead of >? B Dº?) in the 2nd.
feminine singular (in the perfective or in the participle). These are mostly
‘corrected’ by ketiv ukeri, but anyway are not likely to cause confusion.

For further details see appendices.
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APPENDICES

THE THIRD PERSON FEMININE PLURAL

In Hebrew and in Aramaic

ARCHAIC HEBREW FORMS

Compared to Aramaic





The Third Person Feminine Plural

In Hebrew and in Aramaic

The third person feminine plural occurs in three main forms:

A) The subject of a verb in the perfective aspect (later ‘past tense’)

B) The subject of a verb in the imperfective aspect (later ‘future tense’)

C) A pronoun suffix added to nouns, verbs or >$, indicating an object or

possession.

(The rare subject pronoun (they i.e. ¼(L4 I() can be ignored here.)

Altogether the third person feminine plural was not used very often, was disliked

(perhaps because people forgot what it was when they needed to use it) and tended

to drop out, as we will see.

A) Let us compare the perfective/past ‘kal’ form of the regular verb in Onkelos’s

Aramaic with the Hebrew.

3rd fem.

plural

3rd masc.

plural

3rd fem.

singular

3rd masc.

singular

¼$L% K> D¤ ¼| ¼% K> D¤ ¼>K% K> D¤ ¼% K> D¤ Onkelos

¼|¼% D>L¤ ¼| ¼% D>L¤ ¼(L% D> L¤ ¼% K>L¤ Hebrew

We notice that in Hebrew the feminine plural form has been lost and the

masculine form is used instead. There are however exceptions, but first, to avoid

a red herring, note that the final $ in Aramaic is often written in earlier Aramaic

as a final (, and the two may be considered as the same. Also that the final ( in the

Hebrew feminine singular replaces a >.

There is the well-known story of the army march-past watched by a woman who

declared that ‘My Tommy is the only one in step’. We laugh, we assume that her

Tommy is a bit of an idiot who has fallen out of step with the rest, or who is

unable to get into step with them. This may be the case, but is not necessarily so.

Sometimes they all start off correctly, then one person alone changes the step and

persuades one or two others to join him. Gradually they all change to the new step

except Tommy, and we find this often in life. Tommy is not an idiot unable to

follow the rest, nor is he a rebel who goes out of his way to be different, but a lone
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conservative among a group of so-called and self-styled ‘progressives’. Where they

are progressing to, nobody knows. Basically they want change for the sake of

change, whether for better or for worse, it makes no difference.

We find this all the time with fashions in clothes, where suddenly you cannot get

anything to fit because what used to fit and feel comfortable is now ‘out of fashion’

and unobtainable. If you have something old, you continue to wear it as long as you

can, even if nobody else wears it. Change of fashion is merely one example of

change of usage.

And so with language. Not only words, but grammatical forms, change, and

sometimes a relic of the old form remains. Often we find what grammarians

generally consider to be an abnormality, or a confusion, whereas what we actually

have is the original form.

Examples in Biblical Hebrew of the original form of the third person feminine

in the perfective aspect (misnamed ‘past tense’) are ¼(L'F6L: (Gen. 49:22), ¼(L/ D8 Ļ ¼$W0
(Deut. 21:7), and ¼)¼- L>N$ D:N> ¼(L- L(D) (Jos. 18:12, etc.). Note that in the two latter cases

this archaic feminine form has been ‘corrected’ to the regular masculine form by

means of Ketiv Ukeri.

B) Let us now compare the imperfective or future:

3rd fem.

plural

3rd masc.

plural

2nd fem.

plural

2nd masc.

plural

¼3 L% Dº D/H- ¼3¼|¼% Dº D/H- ¼3 L% Dº D/ Hº ¼3¼|¼% Dº D/ Hº Onkelos

¼° D%Nº D/ Hº (3)¼| ¼% Dº D/H- ¼° D%Nº D/ Hº (3)¼| ¼% Dº D/ Hº Hebrew

In Talmudic Hebrew the feminine form is often not used, and the masculine is

used instead. In Modern Hebrew there is controversy – some refuse to use it, others

insist on using it. In conversation it is rarely used.

But even in Biblical Hebrew, comparing the Hebrew and Aramaic shows that

Hebrew in fact already discarded the third person feminine plural and substituted

the second person form. So when we find Tommy apparently out of step with the

form ¼(L4 D2 K+I£K) (Gen. 30:38), the truth is that Tommy here is the only one who has

remained in step while the others have changed.

This is not to say that here, or in other cases, Tommy is right and the others are

wrong. Sometimes (but not always) when the world changes one has to change with
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it. But what we are saying is that Tommy is neither an idiot (i.e. the form is a

mistake, either by the author or by a copyist) nor a rebel (the author had some

special deep reason for using this form, which we search for with little hope of

success), but that he has for some reason remained in step when everyone else has

changed, and the reason need not be deep or at all important. This sort of thing is

particularly common in song and poetry, where it helps something to rhyme, or to

scan, or to produce an effect which is hard to define but is clearly perceived. It also

remains in a quotation, or in something that reminds one of a quotation. But it

sometimes just ‘comes out’, even in conversation.

C) The suffix.

Fem. Masc.

¼3 I( 3}( * Onkelos

3 1 Hebrew

* Originally 1}(, e.g. Jeremiah 10:11.

In Biblical Hebrew we find four stories in the Torah about women – the

midwives (and Pharaoh), Jethro’s daughters, and Zelaphehad’s daughters twice. We

find a mixture of the suffixes, sometimes the masculine ones and sometimes the

genuine feminine ones, wherever the strict grammar requires a feminine. If we

reject carelessness among the scribes we must assume that the text reflects a

general carelessness in usage of the language in this respect at the time of writing.

If not, carelessness among the scribes reflects carelessness in the language at a later

date. Either way, the feminine form of the third person plural was not popular. We

do not find such careless mixture when a genuine masculine is required.

In the Biblical Aramaic of Daniel we do not find carelessness or mixture at all,

but on the contrary complete consistency. The author wrote in a dialect in which

the third person feminine plural had dropped out completely, and he always used

the masculine form. This was edited later by someone who preferred a different

dialect, in which the separate feminine form was always maintained, and he

‘corrected’ all these cases, along with other dialect ‘corrections’, by means of ketiv

ukeri.

The above not only explains certain problems in Daniel. (In Ezra the third person

feminine plural is not called for.) It also shows how ketiv ukeri was used to amend

dialect variations, which is done in many other places concerning other variations,

and it shows us that we need not worry about the ‘mixture’ in the Torah, which
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nobody bothered to ‘correct’ since it indicated a tendency in the language. Moses

did not follow the Grammar Books of the grammarians, as he did not have them

before him – they are supposed, of course, to follow Moses (and the other Biblical

authors), but somehow we always expect the reverse. Grammarians make their rules

and set them as Holy of Holies, but they are not, and deviations from them imply

neither an error nor a deep esoteric divine reason.
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Archaic Hebrew Verb Forms

Compared to Aramaic

Many apparent ‘irregularities’ found in verb forms in the Bible are merely

original forms that had in general died out, but remained for occasional use. A

comparison with Aramaic will illustrate this.

Both Hebrew and Aramaic originate from the same language, each has

‘developed’ but they have developed differently, and a comparison demonstrates

some of the ways in which this happened.

Note that in Hebrew a silent letter at the end of a word (after patach or kamets)

is normally represented by (, in Biblical Aramaic sometimes by ( and sometimes

by $ (the choice being arbitrary) and in later Aramaic nearly always by $. This is

not a development in language, but in spelling convention alone.

To illustrate the verb forms we have taken the kal in which the endings (which

are what really concern us, and are much the same in other parts of the verb)

appear. The Aramaic examples are from the dialect used by Onkelos, where the

grammatical rules are clearer.

The form in brackets is the less common one (not always, rare).

PARTICIPLE (Heb/Ar)

or PRESENT (Aram.)
HEBREWARAMAIC

NumberMasc.Fem.Masc.Fem.

Singular

¼% I>N¤¼% I>L¤

( ¼(L% D>N¤)

¼>J% J>N¤
¼$L% D> L¤

Plural

¼1¼- H% D>N¤¼3¼- H% D> L¤

¼>N% D>N¤
( ¼>¼}¼% D>N¤)

¼3 L% D> L¤
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Note tendencies (not always but often):

Mem at the end of a Hebrew word is changed to nun.

Hebrew holem becomes Aramaic kamets.

Hebrew kamets becomes Aramaic patach.

In Aramaic, tserey before resh (not shown here) changes to patach.

PERFECTIVE (Heb.)

or PAST (Aram.)
HEBREWARAMAIC

NumberPersonMasc.Fem.Masc.Fem.

Singular

1¼- Hº D% K> L¤¼>¼- H% K> D¤

2

Lº D% K> L¤( ¼$ Lº D% K> D¤)

Dº D% K> D¤

Dº D% K>L¤
(¼- Hº D% K>L¤)

Dº D% K> D¤

3

¼% K> L¤¼% K> D¤

( ¼>L% D>L¤)

¼(L% D>L¤
¼>K% K> D¤

Plural

1¼|¼4 D% K>L¤¼$L4 D% K> D¤

2

¼1 Jº D% K> D¤¼3¼| ¼º D% K> D¤

¼3 Jº D% K> D¤¼3¼- Hº D% K> D¤

3

¼|¼% D> L¤¼|¼% K> D¤

( ¼(L% D>L¤)

¼| ¼% D>L¤
¼$L% K> D¤
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IMPERFECTIVE (Heb.)

or FUTURE (Aram.)
HEBREWARAMAIC

NumberPersonMasc.Fem.Masc.Fem.

Singular

1¼%Nº D/ J$¼%Nº D/ J$

2

¼%Nº D/ Hº¼%Nº D/ Hº

(¼3¼- H% Dº D/ Hº)

¼- H% Dº D/ Hº
¼3¼- H% Dº D/ Hº

3

¼%Nº D/H-¼%Nº D/H-

¼%Nº D/ Hº¼%Nº D/ Hº

Plural

1¼%Nº D/H4¼%Nº D/H4

2

(¼3¼|¼% Dº D/ Hº)

¼|¼% Dº D/ Hº
¼3¼|¼% Dº D/ Hº

(¼° D%Nº D/ Hº)

¼(L4 D%Nº D/ Hº
¼3 L% Dº D/ Hº

3

(¼3¼|¼% Dº D/H-)
¼| ¼% Dº D/H-

¼3¼|¼% Dº D/H-

( ¼(L4 D%Nº D/H-)
(¼° D%Nº D/ Hº)

¼(L4 D%Nº D/ Hº

¼3 L% Dº D/H-

Many of the above variants indicating dialect that retains an older form are

changed in the Bible text (but not always) by means of ketiv ukeri. This does not

indicate a doubt on the text, but was done long after the text was written, to make

it easier for the later generation to recognise by pronouncing the word the way the

later generation would have said it.
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